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Drills Progressions Technical Focus Mental Focus Physical Focus Description

1
Error Focussed Warm 

Up

Foundational 
Footwork & 
Movement

Error focussed Warm Up

The main focus of this drill is to spot and correct the slightest error.  Focus on precision with hands and feet and correct (by reversing and re-
doing the move) any errors in form or movement. 

2
Warm Up Bouldering 

Ladders (WBL)

Error Focussed 
Practice or any other 

Tech focus 

Error focussed Warm Up 4-6 boulders equals 1 set.  Start 4 grades below your flash level and climb 1-2 boulders in each grade, finishing with your flash level. 

3 Perfect Repeaters
Beta Testing; Error 
Focussed Practice

Error focussed NA

This drill is done on the same boulder problem.  4-6 repititions equals 1 set.  Climb a boulder of any difficulty focussing on climbing it as 
perfectly as possible.  Each attempt, you should identify an area you can refine and improve (foot placement, beta, breathing, etc.)  In order of 
focus here are things to focus on: 1. breathing 2. most efficient beta 3. precise hand and foot placements 4. rooting into your feet 5. 
Increased pacing without losing precision

4 Sloth/Monkey NA

Understand opposing 
climbing styles 

(when/how to use 
them)

Slow twitch 
strength/ Fast 
Twitch Power

This drill is focussed on broadening the scope of your climbing style.  Pick one boulder problem.  Climb it once like a sloth: as slow, controlled, 
and smooth as possible.  AVOID holding lock-off's and reaching.  Focus on understanding and feeling every movement (feet, hip turns, 
shoulders, hands, etc.) Slowing your practice down will help you understand the subtelties of your movement and help you understand 
techniques that keep you balanced that you would otherwise blow through if you have a dynamic style (drop knees, back steps, flags, etc.).  
Next, climb it again like a monkey: as explosive, quick, and momentus as possible.  Focus on using the same good technique that keeps you 
balanced when sloth climbing but now using momentum to help you generate motion. 

5 Circle/ Square
Sqaure climbing vs. 

Twist Locks

Understand opposing 
climbing approaches 

(when/how to use 
them)

NA

This drill is focussed on broadening the scope of your climbing style.  Pick one boulder problem.  Climb it once like a circle: turn your hips and 
open your shoulders in order to move your body through the climb.  Next, climb it again like a square: keep your hips and shoulders as square 
to the wall as possible. 

6 One Size Fits All
High  steps/ foot 

tension

Understand personal 
size and how it can fit 

on the wall 
NA

This drill is focussed on broadening the scope of your climbing style.  Pick one boulder problem and use any feet while following the 
appropriate hands for that boulder.  Climb it once with as high of feet as possible. Next, climb it again keeping your feet as low as possible.  
This helps you understand how your body can fit on the wall (scrunched up or spread out). 

7
Low Feet Only (Steep 

Climbing)
Smaller/ worse 

feet
Rooting into our feet

Building myline (hard 
skills)

Core Tension 
(Front Lever 

Strength)

This drill is best on steep climbing.  Pick one boulder problem and use any feet while following the appropriate hands for that boulder.  Climb it 
(with open feet) trying to keep your feet as low as possible.  The goals is to learn body tension and prevent your feet from cutting so if you're 
feet cut, you lose. To increae the difficulty of the drill, choose worse feet and try to go even lower. 

Hands

Feet

Both

Dynamic

This drill is best on steeper climbs.  Pick one boulder problem. Completing this boulder 4 times is one set.  Focus on "rooting" your hands and 
feet into the holds.  Try to put as much force as possible into your feet and hands (especially your back hand) through the entire movement.  
Rep 1- Focus on rooting into your hand (especially your back hand); Rep 2- Focus on rooting into your feet; Rep 3- Focus on rooting into both 
hands and feet; Rep 4- Focus on rooting into your hands and feet while moving dynamically. 

8
Rooting in hands and 

feet through an entire 
movement

Building myline (hard 
skills)

Rooting
Core/ Max 

Isometric Pulling
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A	big	shout	out	to	Power	Company	Climbing	(www.powercompanyclimbing.com).		Many	of	these	drills	were	taken	directly	from	or	adapted	

from	Power	Company.		We	stand	on	the	shoulders	of	giants!	

Drills Progressions Technical Focus Mental Focus Physical Focus Description

9 Functional Feet
Smaller/ worse 

feet
Cocunut Feet (pulling), 
Heel hooks, Toe hooks

Building myline (hard 
skills)

NA

The main focus of this drill is to improve on a particular technique (drop knees, heel hooks, toe hooks, pulling with your feet, etc.). Pick one 
boulder problem and use any feet while following the appropriate hands for that boulder.  Climb it (with open feet) focussing on the focus 
technique (heel hooks) and using that technique for EVERY move (i.e. heel hook for every hand movement). 

10 Confidence Flash Rally NA

Giving yourself a 
reason for succes; 

Practicing confidence 
(fake it until you make 

it)

NA

This drill is focussed on increasing your mental game.  Pick a boulder that is 1-2 grades above your flash level that you've not yet tried.  Come 
up with 1-3 reasons why you have a shot at flashing the boulder ("it's got pinches and I'm good at pinches…" etc.) DON'T ALLOW YOURSELF 
TO CONTEMPLATE ANY REASONS WHY YOU SHOULDN'T OR WONT FLASH IT.  Read it well.  Visualize yourself sending! Go through your 
routine. Stand tall.  Walk up and try as HARD AS YOU CAN!

11 "Try Hard" NA
Practicing MAX 

EFFORT
Hard Bouldering 

(strength)

This drill is focussed on increasing your ability to try 100%. It's helfpul to video yourself to keep you accountable if you don't have a coach 
there. Pick a boulder that is at or just above your flash level. The ONLY FOCUS is making sure that you fell off because your fingers peeled off 
the holds.  

12 Limit Boulder 1 (LB1) NA Practicing MAX EFFORT
Limit Bouldering 

(Power)

This is a power exercise focussed on increasing max power.  Pick 1 boulder problem with 1-3 hard moves you've not completed and work those 
individual moves for 30-45 minutes with 3-5 minutes rest in between each attempt.  A limit boulder should take MULTIPLE SESSIONS (2-4 at 
least) to complete. 

13 Limit Boulder 2 (LB2) NA Practicing MAX EFFORT
Limit Bouldering 

(Power)

This is a power exercise focussed on increasing power.  Pick 1 boulder problem with 4-12 hard moves you've not completed in sequence  and 
work those moves for 30-45 minutes with 3-5 minutes rest in between each attempt.  A limit boulder should take MULTIPLE SESSIONS (2-4 at 
least) to complete. 

14 Visulization NA
Practicing Visulization 

and Emotional 
Response

NA

This drill is focussed on increasing your ability to visualize.  Close your eyes and imagine yourself climbing a project. Imagine the feelign of 
reaching your goals. Practice two types of visulization:  Disassociated- Use this when “playing a scene” that is negative such as a scary fall, a 
botched sequence, pumping out, etc. Disassociated visualization is seeing yourself from an outside perspective (as if you were a fly on the 
wall).  Associated- Use this when “playing a scene that is a positive experience such as sending a route, executing a sequence or move 
perfectly, celebrating at the top of a climb, etc.   Associated visualization is seeing yourself from your perspective. The more detail the better.  
Feel what you think you will feel like.  

15 Breathing NA
Practicing 4 gears of 

breath
NA

Practice your four gears of breath:  Gear 1- Yoga breath (deep, audible, relaxed breath on easy terrain); Gear 2- Power Endurance breath 
(deep, audible, quick breath that pushes carbon dioxide from the system… if you were not doing phsyical activity, this breath would make you 
eventually hyperventalate); Gear 3- Crux breath (deep, audible, quick grunting or screaming when undergoing very difficult moves); Gear 4- 

Tension breath (holding your breath and tightening your diaphram for moves that require lots of tension)

16 Jay Z/ Shakira
Expanding on 

different styles
Conscious of Muscular 

Recruitment
Generating 

Power (lats/ hips)

Similiar to Circle/Square, this drill is focussed on increasing your to generate from your lats and hips.  Pick one boulder problem.  Climb it once 
generating all of your movement and power from your lats (JayZ). Next, climb it again generating all your power from your hips and core 
(Shakira).  On the Shakira repitition, you should LIMIT your lock off/ arm bend to 120 degrees.  If you lock off deeply (90 degree or full lock off), 
do the set again limiting your lock off and generting power from your hips only. 


